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THE GEOMETRIC DYNAMICAL NORTHCOTT AND BOGOMOLOV
PROPERTIES
THOMAS GAUTHIER AND GABRIEL VIGNY
Abstract. We establish the Geometric Dynamical Northcott Property for polarized
endomorphisms of a projective normal variety over a function field K of characteristic
zero. This extends previous results of Benedetto, Baker and DeMarco in dimension 1,
and of Chatzidakis-Hrushovski in higher dimension. Our proof uses complex dynamics
arguments and does not rely on the previous one. We first show that when K is the field
of rational functions of a smooth complex projective variety, the canonical height of a
subvariety is the mass of the appropriate bifurcation current and that a marked point
is stable if and only if its canonical height is zero. We then establish the Geometric
Dynamical Northcott Property using a similarity argument.
Moving from points to subvarieties, we propose, for polarized endomorphisms, a dy-
namical version of the Geometric Bogomolov Conjecture, recently proved by Cantat, Gao,
Habegger and Xie. We establish several cases of this conjecture notably non-isotrivial
polynomial skew-product with an isotrivial first coordinate.
1. Introduction
An algebraic family of endomorphisms of degree d of P1, parametrized by a smooth
complex quasi-projective curve Λ, is a morphism f : (z, λ) ∈ P1×Λ 7−→ (fλ(z), λ) ∈ P
1×Λ
such that for any λ ∈ Λ, fλ is a rational map of degree d. Such a map is isotrivial if there
exist a finite branched cover ρ : Λ′ → Λ and a family φ : P1 × Λ′ → P1 × Λ′ of Mo¨bius
transformations such that φ−1λ ◦ fρ(λ) ◦ φλ is independent of λ. A fundamental result of
McMullen [Mc] states that, if f is an algebraic family of rational maps such that the
sequence {λ 7→ fnλ (Crit(fλ))}n is an equicontinuous family of correspondences, then either
f is isotrivial, or f is a family of Latte`s maps.
A marked point is a morphism a : Λ → P1. We can adapt the definition of stability
to marked points by saying that a is stable if the sequence {λ 7→ fnλ (a(λ))}n is equicon-
tinuous on Λ. Combining results of Benedetto [Be] for polynomials and Baker [Ba] and
DeMarco [D2] for rational maps, we can partially generalized McMullen’s Theorem to
marked points: if f is not isotrivial and a is stable, then a is persistently preperiodic
under iteration of f , i.e. there exists n > m ≥ 0 such that fnλ (a(λ)) = f
m
λ (a(λ)) for all
λ ∈ Λ. Baker, in fact, proved a finiteness result for a dynamical system defined on the
field of rational functions K of a variety Λ. Let f : P1
K
→ P1
K
be a rational map. The
canonical height ĥf : P
1(K¯)→ R+ of f is defined by
ĥf (z) =
1
deg(πz)
lim
n→∞
1
dn
degΛ′(f
n(z)), z ∈ P1(K¯) ,
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where πz : Λ
′ → Λ is a finite branched cover such that z can be seen as a rational function
z : Λ′ → P1. Baker’s precise result implies the following:
Theorem 1 ([Ba]). Pick any function field K and assume f ∈ K(x) is non-isotrivial.
Then, any z ∈ P1(K) with ĥf (z) = 0 is preperiodic under iteration of f , i.e. there exist
n > m ≥ 0 such that fn(z) = fm(z).
In the complex setting, DeMarco actually showed that stability of a implies that the
corresponding element a of K = C(Λ) satisfies ĥf (a) = 0. Our first goal here is to give
higher dimensional analogues to these statements.
1.1. The Geometric Dynamical Northcott Property. Let us explain a little the
context in which we work. Let K be a field of characteristic zero, X be a normal projective
variety and L be an ample linebundle on X. An endomorphism f : X → X is polarized if
there exists an integer d ≥ 2 such that f∗L ≃ L⊗d. We call such a data (X, f, L) a polarized
endomorphism over K. A typical example is an endomorphism f of a projective space of
degree d ≥ 2, since it satisfies f∗O(1) ≃ O(d) ≃ O(1)⊗d. If a polarized endomorphism
(X, f, L) is defined over a global field K and hX,L is a Weil height function on X(K¯),
relative to L, by the functorial properties of Weil height functions, we have hX,L ◦ f =
dhX,L + O(1) and, as in the case of endomorphisms of P
1, following Call and Silverman
[CS], we define the canonical height function ĥf : X(K¯)→ R+ of f as
ĥf = lim
n→∞
1
dn
hX,L ◦ f
n.
When K is a number field, using ĥf ≤ hX,L + O(1) and Northcott’s Theorem [N], this
implies that, for any finite extension K ′ of K, the set of points x ∈ X(K ′) with ĥf (x) = 0
is finite. We want here to investigate the existence of a similar property on function fields
of characteristic zero that we will call the Geometric Dynamical Northcott Property. Note
that Baker’s Theorem 1 implies that, when dimX = 1, either f is isotrivial, or f satisfies
the Geometric Dynamical Northcott Property.
Let k be a field of characteristic zero, B a smooth projective k-variety, and letK := k(B)
be its field of rational functions. Our first result is what we call the Geometric Dynamical
Northcott Property for polarized endomorphisms over K.
Theorem A. Let (X, f, L) be a polarized endomorphism on a normal projective variety
defined over K. Assume (X, f, L) is non-isotrivial. Then, there exist a (possibly reducible)
subvariety Y ⊂ X
K¯
with f(Y ) = Y and N ≥ 0 such that
(1) for any irreducible component V of Y with fn(V ) = V , (V, fn|V , L|V ) is isotrivial,
(2) for any point z ∈ X(K) with ĥf (z) = 0, we have f
N (z) ∈ Y .
In particular, if X
K¯
contains no periodic isotrivial subvariety of positive dimension, then
{z ∈ X(K), ĥf (z) = 0} is finite and consists only of preperiodic points.
Remark. (1) The case where dim(Y ) > 0 cannot be excluded. Consider, for example,
an endomorphism of P2 given by a non-isotrivial polynomial map of A2, whose
restriction to the line at infinity is trivial (e.g. (zd1 , z
d
2 + λz1) defined over C(λ)).
Then any non periodic constant with value on the line at infinity has canonical
height zero.
(2) The idea to prove such a theorem already appears in [CH] where Chatzidakis and
Hrushovski proved a model-theoretic version of Theorem A (with the assumption
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that the dynamics is a primitive algebraic dynamics which basically means that
f neither has an invariant subvariety nor admits a fibration). See also [CL] for a
detailed exposition on this work.
We now describe our new strategy of the proof. As k is a field of characteristic zero,
up to replacing it with an algebraic extension, we can assume there exists an algebraically
closed subfield k′ of k such that X, f and L are defined over k′ and the transcendental
degree of k′ over Q¯ is finite. In particular, k′ can be embedded in the field C(A) of rational
functions of a smooth projective complex varietyA, so that we can assumeK = C(A×B).
Hence, we can assume (X, f, L) is defined over C(B). We thus restrict to the case k = C
in the rest of the paper.
To the polarized endomorphism (X, f, L) we associate a model (X, f,L) over B, i.e. a
family π : X → B of complex projective varieties which is flat and normal over a Zariski
open subset Λ of B, a rational map f : X 99K X and a relatively ample linebundle L on
X, such that for each λ ∈ Λ, if Xλ := π
−1{λ} is the fiber of π over λ, Lλ := L|Xλ and
fλ := f|Xλ , then (Xλ, fλ, Lλ) is a polarized endomorphism, and f is the restriction of f to
the generic fiber of π. We let XΛ := π
−1(Λ). Note that, to any subvariety Z of X which
is defined over K, we can associate a subvariety Z such that π|Z : Z → B is flat over
Λ. To such a family (X, f,L) of polarized endomorphisms, we can associate its fibered
Green current T̂f. It is a closed, positive current on X of bidegree (1, 1) which detects
the measurable dynamics of f: it satisfies T̂ dimX+1f = 0 and, for each λ ∈ Λ, the slice µfλ
of T̂ dimXf along Xλ is the unique maximal entropy measure of fλ and it equidistributes
periodic points of fλ.
Let N be a very ample linebundle on B such that M := L ⊗ N is ample on X, and let
ωB be a Ka¨hler form on B which is cohomologous to c1(N). Using a naive degeneration’s
estimate of potentials of the current T̂f, and an appropriate cut-off function, we are able to
compute the canonical height of any irreducible subvariety Z of X in term of the fibered
Green current, showing that stability (a current is zero) is in fact a global notion (the
canonical heigt is zero). This is the content of our second result:
Theorem B. If Z is defined over K and dimZ = ℓ, we have
ĥf (Z) =
∫
XΛ
T̂ ℓ+1f ∧ [Z] ∧ (π
∗ωB)
dimB−1,
where [Z] is the integration current on Z.
Pick now a point z ∈ X(K) and let Zn be the irreducible subvariety of X induced
by fn(z). As a corollary of our proof, we get that ĥf (z) = 0 if and only if the sequence
(degM(Zn))n is bounded by some constant D > 0 independent of n, see Theorem 16. In
the case where X = P1, this fact is due to DeMarco [D2, Sections 3 & 4] who also relied
on a degeneration’s estimate. The use of suitable cut-off functions allows us to replace her
arguments involving places of bad reduction in a delicate way. To continue the proof of
Theorem A, we note that, in particular, f induces an endomorphism on the Zariski closure
W of {Zn : n ≥ 0} in the appropriate Hilbert scheme of X. Showing that this variety has
dimension 0 automatically gives that z is preperiodic. Set Ŵ := {(C, x) ∈W×X : x ∈ C}.
Using a similarity argument between the phase space and the parameter space a` la Tan
Lei (Lemma 17), we deduce that, if the image Y of the canonical projection Ŵ → X has
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positive dimension, then all fibers of π|Y are isomorphic to W and the action of f on Y is
isotrivial. Finally, we prove that Y is independent of z using the functoriality properties
of height functions, see §5.3 & 5.4.
1.2. The Geometric Dynamical Bogomolov Property. As above, the Geometric
Bogomolov Conjecture (proved by Cantat, Gao, Habegger and Xie [CGHX]) can be in-
terpreted as a dynamical statement, we propose a Dynamical version of the Geometric
Bogomolov Conjecture:
Conjecture 1 (Geometric Dynamical Bogomolov). Let (X, f, L) be a non-isotrivial po-
larized endomorphism defined over K, where X is normal. Let Z ⊂ X
K¯
be an irreducible
subvariety and assume that, for any ε > 0, the set Zε := {x ∈ Z(K¯) : ĥf (x) < ε} is
Zariski dense in Z. Then, one of the following holds:
(1) either Z is preperiodic under iteration of f ,
(2) or there exist an integer k ≥ 1 and an isotrivial polarized endomorphism (Y, g,E),
a subvariety V ⊂ X
K¯
with fk(V ) = V , and a dominant rational map p : V 99K Y
such that p ◦ (fk|V ) = g ◦ p, and an integer N ≥ 1 and an isotrivial subvariety
W0 ⊂ Y , such that f
N (Z) = p−1(W0).
Note that, if X = A is a non-isotrivial abelian variety and if f is the multiplication
by an integer n ≥ 2, this reduces to the Geometric Bogomolov Conjecture proposed by
Yamaki [Y, Conjecture 0.3], where V is the K/k-Trace of A, whence it is known to hold.
Inspecting the proof of Corollary 22 this implies that, if f is a non-isotrivial Latte`s map,
then ĥf (Z) = 0 implies Z is preperiodic. Note also that the second case actually occurs,
i.e. if f preserves a fibration of which Z is a fiber, we actually have ĥf (Z) = 0, even
though it may not be preperiodic under iteration of f , see Section 5 for more details.
We prove the Geometric Dynamical Bogomolov Conjecture holds in certain situations:
(1) when f : P2 → P2 is non-isotrivial polynomial skew-product with an isotrivial first
coordinate using properness of the composition maps on moduli spaces of complex
polynomials in one variable, see Theorem 27,
(2) when f : P2 → P2 is a non-isotrivial endomorphism and deg(f |Z) ≥ Cd
n for all
n ≥ 1, where C is a constant, using a strategy similar to that employed to prove
Theorem A, see Theorem 29.
Let f : P2 × Λ → P2 × Λ be an algebraic family of complex polynomial skew-products
and let f : P2
K
→ P2
K
be the induced endomorphism defined over K = C(Λ). Berteloot,
Bianchi and Dupont [BBD] studied the notion of stability for families of endomorphisms
of P2. One way to formulate the stability of f is to require that ĥf (Crit(f)) = 0. We can
come back to the initial question studied by McMullen: can we prove a rigidity property
for stable families? As an easy application of the above, we prove
Theorem C. (1) A non-isotrivial algebraic family of skew-product is not stable,
(2) let f : P2 × Λ → P2 × Λ be a non-isotrivial algebraic family of endomorphisms of
P2 of degree d ≥ 2 which is J-stable. Assume
(a) no iterate fn of f preserves a fibration over an isotrivial family of rational
maps g : P1 × Λ→ P1 × Λ,
(b) for a general parameter λ ∈ Λ and any irreducible component C of Crit(fλ),
there exists M > 0 such that deg(fnλ |C) ≥M · d
n.
Then f is postcritically finite.
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Organization of the article. Section 2 is devoted to analytic aspects of families of
polarized endomorphisms. In section 3, we study analytic aspects of algebraic families
of polarized endomorphisms and prove Theorem B. Section 4 is dedicated to the proof
of Theorem A and applications. In Section 5, we reformulate the Geometric Bogomolov
Conjecture to justify the above dynamical variant of this problem and we prove some
related basic properties. In Section 6, we focus on the case of endomorphisms of P2. In
particular, we prove Theorem C.
2. Analytic families of polarized endomorphisms
2.1. Dynamics of polarized endomorphisms of projective varieties. Fix a field K.
Let X be an irreducible projective variety defined over K and L be an ample divisor of
X. We say an endomorphism f : X → X is polarized if there exists an integer d ≥ 2 such
that f∗L ≃ L⊗d.
Definition 1. The triple (X, f, L) is called a polarized endomorphism over K.
We now focus on the complex setting. Recall that a very ample divisor L on X cor-
responds to an embedding ι : X →֒ PN and may be defined as the pullback ι∗O(1) of
a hyperplane of PN . We thus may also define a (degenerate) hermitian metric on X by
setting ω˜X := ι
∗(ωFS) on Xreg and extending ω˜X trivially to X. This is what we call a
Ka¨hler form on X. We then let ωX := α · ω˜X where α :=
(∫
X ω˜
k
X
)1/k
.
If f is polarized with respect to L, we have
f∗ωX = d · ωX + dd
cφ,
where φ is a continuous function on X. In the rest of the article, a (p, p)-current means a
current of bidegree (p, p). Building on recent results, we prove the following:
Proposition 2. Let f be a polarized endomorphism of an irreducible projective variety X.
Then the sequence (d−n(fn)∗ωX) converges in the sense of currents to a closed positive
(1, 1)-current Tf . Moreover,
(1) Tf = ωX + dd
cgf where gf is continuous on X and f
∗Tf = d · Tf ,
(2) µf := T
k
f is a probability measure of maximal entropy k log d which does not give
mass to pluripolar sets and with f∗µf = d
kµf ,
(3) J-repelling periodic points of f are equidistributed with respect to µf , i.e. if Rn is
the set of repelling periodic points z ∈ supp(µf ) with f
n(z) = z, then
1
dnk
∑
z∈Rn
δz −→ µf ,
in the weak sense of measures on X.
The proof relies on the next lemma, which is a direct consequence of [NZ, Lemma 2.1].
Lemma 3. Let X be a normal complex projective variety of dimension k, let L be a big
and nef divisor on X and let f : X → X be an endomorphism. Assume there exists an
integer d ≥ 2 such that f∗L ≃ L⊗d. Then f is surjective and has large topological degree
dk.
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Proof. Under the assumption of the lemma, [NZ, Lemma 2.1] implies that f is surjective
and has topological degree dk. Moreover, for any 1 ≤ j ≤ k and any n ≥ 1, as L is big
and nef,
degj,L(f
n) ≤ degj,L(f)
n =
(
(f∗L)j · Lk−j
)n
= djn.
In particular, the j-th dynamical degree of f satisfies
λj(f) := lim
n→∞
(
degj,L(f
n)
)1/n
≤ dj .
As λk(f) is the topological degree of f and d > 1, we have λj(f) ≤ d
j < dk = λk(f) for
all 1 ≤ j < k, as required. 
Proof of Proposition 2. Recall that f∗ωX = d(ωX + dd
cuf ), where uf is a continuous
function on X. By an immediate induction, we find
1
dn
(fn)∗ωX = ωX + dd
c
n−1∑
j=0
uf ◦ f
j
dj
 .
The sequence un :=
∑n−1
j=0
uf◦f
j
dj
of continuous functions converges uniformly onX to a con-
tinuous function gf and, by construction, if Tf := ωX+dd
cgf , then Tf = limn d
−n(fn)∗ωX
and f∗Tf = d · Tf .
To prove points 2 and 3, we let p : X˜ → X be a resolution of the singularities of X.
Then X˜ is a smooth whence normal projective variety of dimension k and the morphism
f ◦ p : X˜ → X lifts as a morphism f˜ : X˜ → X˜. Let L˜ := p∗(L). As p is generically finite
and L is ample, L˜ is big and nef, and f˜∗L˜ ≃ L˜⊗d by construction. We can thus apply
Lemma 3: the morphism f˜ is dominant with large topological degree. Moreover, Tf˜ is the
strict transform p∗(Tf ) of Tf by p, i.e. the trivial extension of p
∗(Tf )|p−1(Xreg) to X˜ . By
[DNT] (see also [BD]), the probability measure p∗(µf ) = T
k
f˜
is invariant by f˜ : X˜ → X˜
and satisfies points 2 and 3 of the proposition.
To conclude, we remark that, since T k
f˜
does not give mass to pluripolar sets, and since
µf is the natural extension to X of the restriction of p∗(T
k
f˜
) to Xreg, items 2 and 3 are
proved. 
An immediate consequence is the following:
Corollary 4. Let f be a polarized endomorphism of an irreducible projective variety X.
Then J-repelling periodic points of f contained in Xreg are Zariski dense in X.
We will also use the next lemma in the sequel.
Lemma 5. Let f be a polarized endomorphism of an irreducible complex projective variety
X. For any n ≥ 1, the set {z ∈ X : fn(z) = z} is finite.
Proof. Fix n ≥ 1 and assume the subvariety Y := {z ∈ X : fn(z) = z} of X has an
irreducible component W of dimension at least 1. Then W is periodic under iteration,
whence, up to replacing f with f ℓ for some ℓ ≥ 1, we may assume f(W ) = W . Now, f
restricts to W as an endomorphism and, if f∗L = L⊗d with L ample, L|W is still ample
and f∗(L|W ) = (L|W )
⊗d so that f |W is also polarized, and so is f
n|W . In particular, the
topological degree of fn|W is at least 2. This contradicts the fact that f
n|W = idW . 
We will also rely on [Fak, Corollary 2.2]:
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Proposition 6. Let X be a projective variety over an infinite field k, let L be an ample
linebundle on X and let f : X → X be an endomorphism with f∗L ≃ L⊗d. Then there
exist N ≥ 1, an embedding ι : X →֒ PNk and an endomorphism F : P
N
k → P
N
k such that
ι ◦ f = F ◦ ι on X.
2.2. The fibered Green current of a family of endomorphisms. We extend here
the definitions of [DF] to the case of families of endomorphisms of projective varieties and
we inspire from their work.
Fix first a complex Ka¨hler manifold Λ and let π : XΛ → Λ be a family of irreducible
complex projective varieties of dimension k ≥ 1, i.e. π is an analytic submersion and
Xλ = π
−1{λ} is an irreducible complex projective variety of dimension k for all λ ∈ Λ.
Fix a relatively ample divisor L on XΛ, i.e. Lλ := L|Xλ is an ample divisor on Xλ for all
λ.
We let (XΛ, f,L) be a family of endomorphisms, i.e. f : XΛ → XΛ is analytic and for
all λ ∈ Λ, fλ := f|Xλ : Xλ → Xλ is a morphism of varieties. We assume f is polarized with
respect to L in the sense that f∗L ≃ L⊗d, i.e. (fλ)
∗Lλ is linearly equivalent to L
⊗d
λ for
all λ.
We let ω̂ be a continuous closed positive (1, 1)-form on XΛ cohomologous to a multiple
of L such that ωλ := ω̂|Xλ is a Ka¨hler form on (Xλ)reg. We assume ω̂ is normalized so
that
∫
Xλ
ωkλ = 1.
Proposition 7. The sequence d−n(fn)∗(ω̂) converges in the sense of currents towards a
closed positive (1, 1)-current T̂f with continuous potentials on XΛ. Moreover,
(1) f∗T̂f = d · T̂f,
(2) for all λ, the slice Tλ := T̂f|Xλ is well-defined and (fλ)
∗Tλ = d · Tλ.
Proof. Since Lλ is cohomologous to ωλ for any λ, we can write f
∗ω̂ = d · (ω̂ + ddcu), where
u is continuous on XΛ. An easy induction then gives
1
dn
(fn)∗ω̂ = ω̂ + ddc
n−1∑
j=0
u ◦ fj
dj
 ,
and d−n(fn)∗ω̂ converges towards the closed positive (1, 1)-current
T̂f := ω̂ + dd
cg
with g :=
∑
j d
−ju ◦ fj . By construction, it has continuous potentials and satisfies f∗T̂f =
d · T̂f and the slices of T̂f are well-defined and satisfy T̂f|Xλ = ωλ + dd
c(g|Xλ). We thus
have proved the proposition. 
Definition 2. The current T̂f is the fibered Green current of the family f.
Remark. We have proved that we can write T̂f = ω̂+dd
cg, where g is continuous on XΛ.
This mimics the situation we encounter when studying families of endomorphisms of Pk.
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2.3. The bifurcation current of a horizontal current. Using the notations of the
previous subsection, we say that an analytic set V ⊂XΛ of codimension p is horizontal if
for any λ ∈ Λ,
codim (Xλ ∩ V) = p.
A closed positive (p, p)-current S on XΛ is horizontal if for any λ ∈ Λ, the slice S|Xλ is
a well-defined closed positive (p, p)-current on Xλ. We may use the following terminology
in the sequel.
Definition 3. A p-measurable dynamical pair (XΛ, f,L, S) on XΛ parametrized by a com-
plex manifold Λ is the datum of a holomorphic family (XΛ, f,L) as above and a horizontal
positive closed (p, p)-current S on XΛ.
The bifurcation current of a p-measurable dynamical pair (XΛ, f,L, S) is defined as
Tf,S := π∗
(
T̂ k+1−pf ∧ S
)
.
We also endow Λ with a Ka¨hler form ωΛ, and let ωˇΛ := (π)
∗ωΛ. In this case, ωˇΛ + ω̂ is a
Ka¨hler form on (XΛ)reg and we can define the mass of a closed positive (p, p)-current S
on a compact subset K of XΛ as
‖S‖K :=
∫
K
S ∧ (ω̂ + π∗ωΛ)
k+1−p .
Definition 4. We say that the dynamical pair (XΛ, f,L, S) is stable if the sequence
{(fn)∗(S)}n≥1 of horizontal closed positive (p, p)-currents satisfies
‖(fn)∗(S) ∧ (π
∗ωΛ)
dimΛ−1‖K = o(d
n(k+1−p))
in any compact subset K of XΛ.
Following the proof of [DF, Proposition-Definition 3.1], we see that (XΛ, f,L, S) is
stable if and only if Tf,S = 0 as a current on Λ. We give the proof below.
Proposition 8. Let (XΛ, f,L) be any holomorphic family of polarized endomorphisms as
above and let S be any horizontal positive closed (p, p)-current of XΛ. Then, the following
assertions are equivalent:
(1) the pair (XΛ, f,L, S) is stable,
(2) for any compact set K ⊂XΛ, we have ‖(f
n)∗(S)∧ (π
∗ωΛ)
dimΛ−1‖K = O(d
n(k−p)),
(3) as a current on Λ, we have Tf,S = 0.
In fact, Proposition 8 is a direct consequence of the next lemma.
Lemma 9. For any compact sets K1 ⋐ K2 ⋐ Λ, there exists a constant C(K1,K2) > 0
depending only on K1, K2 and on (XΛ, f,L), such that for any n ≥ 0, the quantity∣∣∣∣∣‖(fn)∗(S) ∧ (π∗ωΛ)dimΛ−1‖π−1(K1) − d(k+1−p)n
∫
π−1(K1)
T̂ k+1−pf ∧ S ∧ (π
∗ωΛ)
dimΛ−1
∣∣∣∣∣
is bounded above by C(K1,K2) · d
(k−p)n‖S ∧ (π∗ωΛ)
dimΛ−1‖π−1(K2).
Proof. LetK1 ⋐ K2 ⋐ Λ be any compact subsets and write Sn := (f
n)∗(S)∧(π
∗ωΛ)
dimΛ−1,
for any integer n ≥ 0. Since (π ◦ fn)∗ωΛ = π
∗ωΛ, we have
‖Sn‖π−1(K1) =
∫
π−1(K1)
S0 ∧ (π
∗ωΛ + (f
n)∗ω̂)k+1−p .
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Now we use that S0 = S ∧ (π
∗ωdimΛ−1Λ ), ω
dimΛ+1
Λ = 0 and d
nT̂f = (f
n)∗ω̂ + ddc(g ◦ fn),
where g is a continuous ω̂-psh function on XΛ. So
‖Sn‖π−1(K1) =
∫
π−1(K1)
S ∧ (π∗ωΛ)
dimΛ−1 ∧
(
dnT̂f − dd
c(g ◦ fn)
)k+1−p
+ (k + 1− p)
∫
π−1(K1)
S ∧ (π∗ωΛ)
dimΛ ∧
(
dnT̂f − dd
c(g ◦ fn)
)k−p
(1)
Now,(
dnT̂f − dd
c(g ◦ fn)
)k+1−p
=
k+1−p∑
j=0
(
k + 1− p
i
)
(−1)k+1−p−idniT̂ if ∧ (dd
c(g ◦ fn))k+1−p−i ,
(
dnT̂f − dd
c(g ◦ fn)
)k−p
=
k−p∑
j=0
(
k − p
i
)
(−1)k−p−idniT̂ if ∧ (dd
c(g ◦ fn))k−p−i .
Take i ∈ {0, . . . , k−p}. By the Chern-Levine-Nirenberg inequality, there exists a constant
C1 > 0 depending only on K1 and K2, ‖T̂f‖π−1(K2) and ‖g‖L∞(π−1(K2)) such that∣∣∣∣∣
∫
π−1(K1)
S ∧ (π∗ωΛ)
dimΛ−1 ∧ T̂ if ∧ (dd
c(g ◦ fn))k+1−p−i
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C1‖S0‖π−1(K2),∣∣∣∣∣
∫
π−1(K1)
S ∧ (π∗ωΛ)
dimΛ ∧ T̂ if ∧ (dd
c(g ◦ fn))k−p−i
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C1‖S0‖π−1(K2).
Now, subtracting d(k+1−p)n
∫
π−1(K1)
T̂ kf ∧ S to both sides of (1), we have, up to enlarging
C1: ∣∣∣∣∣‖Sn‖π−1(K1) − d(k+1−p)n
∫
π−1(K1)
T̂ kf ∧ S
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C1‖S0‖π−1(K2)d(k−p)n
which ends the proof. 
Proof of Proposition 8. Let K be any compact subset of X. Remark that it is always
contained in a compact subset of the form π−1(K), where K is compact in Λ, since the
fibers of π are compact. By Lemma 9,
• if ‖(fn)∗(S) ∧ (π
∗ωΛ)
dimΛ−1‖π−1(K) = O(d
n(k−p)), then Tf,S ∧ ω
dimΛ−1
Λ is zero on
K,
• if Tf,S∧ω
dimΛ−1
Λ is zero on K, then ‖(f
n)∗(S)∧(π
∗ωΛ)
dimΛ−1‖π−1(K) = O(d
n(k−p)).
As this holds for any compact set K ⋐ Λ, this proves the equivalence between points 2
and 3, which obviously imply point 1. The proof that point 1 implies points 2 follows also
from the above. 
Remark. When dimΛ = 1 and S = [C] is the integration current on a horizontal curve
C ⊂XΛ, the definition of stability we give here says in particular that, for any compact set
K, if Cn := f
n(C), the mass ‖[Cn]‖K is bounded. By a famous Theorem of Bishop, there
exists a subsequence (Cnk) which converges in Hausdorff topology towards an analytic set
C∞. In particular, if C is the graph of a holomorphic section σ : Λ → XΛ of π, this is
equivalent to the local uniform convergence of the sequence σk := f
nk ◦ σ of sections of π
to a holomorphic section. In other words, (fn ◦ σ) is a normal family.
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3. Algebraic families of polarized endomorphisms
3.1. Polarized endomorphisms over a function field versus algebraic families.
Let B be a smooth complex projective variety and let K := C(B) be its field of rational
functions. Let (X, f, L) be a polarized endomorphism over K. Assume in addition that
X is normal. Such a variety X endowed with the ample divisor L gives rise to a normal
model (X,L) of (X,L), i.e. a morphism
π : X −→ B
between projective varieties, where X is normal and L is a relatively ample divisor, and
such that
(1) the generic fiber of X is isomorphic to X,
(2) the linebundle L is isomorphic to the restriction of L to the generic fiber,
(3) there exists a Zariski open set of B whose complement has codimension at least 2,
and over which π is flat.
Note that, up to replacing L with L⊗e for some integer e > 1, we can assume it is
very ample, so that L defines an embedding i : X →֒ PN
K
with L = i∗OPN (1). The
above construction amounts to taking the Zariski closure of X in PNB , and then taking its
normalization. We may also regard this as an embedding ι : X →֒ PNC × B →֒ P
M
C and L
is simply OPN
C
(1)|X . For any λ lying in a non-empty Zariski open subset Λ of B, the fiber
Xλ := π
−1{λ} is a normal complex projective variety of dimension dimX and Lλ is an
ample divisor of Xλ. In particular, denoting XΛ := π
−1(Λ), then XΛ → Λ gives rise to an
analytic family of projective varieties as in Section 2.2.
The morphism f induces a family of polarized endomorphism on XΛ, denoted by f as
follows: it induces a dominant rational map f : X 99K X such that:
(1) the following diagram commutes
X
f
//❴❴❴❴❴❴❴
π
  
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
X
π
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
B
(2) f|XΛ : XΛ →XΛ is a morphism,
(3) for any λ ∈ Λ, if we set fλ := f|Xλ and Lλ := L|λ, then (Xλ, fλ, Lλ) is a polarized
endomorphism over C, as in Section 2.1.
Definition 5. A triple (X, f,L) as above is called an algebraic family of polarized endo-
morphisms, which is a model of (X, f, L). The open set Λ is the regular part of (X, f,L).
We note that the previous discussion implies that a polarized endomorphism (X, f, L)
over the field K = C(B) of rational functions of a smooth projective complex variety B
gives rise to an algebraic family of polarized endomorphisms. The converse is also true:
let X be the generic fiber of X, and let L and f be the respective restrictions of L and f
to the generic fiber, then (X, f, L) is a polarized endomorphism over K.
Definition 6. Let (X, f, L) be a polarized endomorphism over K and let (X, f,L) be a
model of (X, f, L) with regular part Λ. We say (X, f, L), (or equivalently (X, f,L)), is
isotrivial if for any λ, λ′ ∈ Λ, there exists an isomorphism φ : Xλ −→ Xλ′ such that
φ ◦ fλ = f
′
λ ◦ φ and φ
∗Lλ′ ≃ Lλ.
Remark. (1) In particular, if (X, f, L) is isotrivial, so is the polarized variety (X,L).
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(2) When X = Pk (or equivalently when X = Pk ×B), the last condition φ∗Lλ′ ≃ Lλ
is automatically satisfied. Indeed, we can assume L = OPk(1), so that for any
λ, we have Lλ = OPk(1). In this case, the isotriviality of (X, f,L) reduces to
the existence, for any λ, λ′ ∈ Λ, of linear automorphisms φ : Pk → Pk such that
φ ◦ fλ = fλ′ ◦ φ.
We will use the following, which in turn says that isotriviality can be read on the iterates
of a family.
Lemma 10. Let (X, f,L) be an algebraic family of polarized endomorphisms of degree d
with regular part Λ. Then (X, f,L) is isotrivial if and only if there exists n ≥ 1 such that
(X, fn,L) is isotrivial.
Proof. If (X, f,L) is isotrivial, obviously (X, fn,L) is isotrivial for any n ≥ 1. We thus
prove the converse implication. Let X be the generic fiber of π, L := L|X and f := f|X .
Then (X, f, L) is a polarized endomorphism over C(B) and Proposition 6 implies it induces
a polarized endomorphism (Pk, F,OPk(1)) over C(B), for some suitable k and F . In
particular, the family (X, f,L) induces a family (Pk×B,F,OPk(1)) of endomorphisms of
Pk.
If (X, fn,L) is isotrivial, by construction of the induced map (Pk, F,OPk(1)), the iter-
ated family (Pk × B,Fn,OPk(1)) is also isotrivial. Let us explain briefly the construction
of f to see why it is true: up to replacing L with L⊗e we may assume L is very am-
ple. In this case, L induces an embedding ι : X →֒ P(H0(X,L)) and, if (s0, . . . , sk)
is a basis of H0(X,L) with no common zeros, we then have fj := f
∗(sj) which is a
degree d polynomial in the si’s. We may consider (s0, . . . , sk) as affine coordinates on
Ak+1, so that the pullback map f∗ induces an endomorphism F : Pk → Pk, which
may be defined by F ([s0 : · · · : sk]) = [f0 : · · · : fk]. In particular, F
n is induced by
(fn)∗ : H0(X,L)→ H0(X,L⊗d
n
) and is thus isotrivial.
We conclude using Corollary 16 from [PST], which states that this is equivalent to the
fact that (Pk × B,F,OPk(1)) is isotrivial. 
Remark. Corollary 16 from [PST] is proved in the case when K is the field of rational
functions of a curve. However, their proof only uses the two following facts that remain
true if dimB > 1:
• The field K is a product formula field with only non-archimedean places. This is
also the case for when K is the field of rational functions of a smooth complex
projective variety, see e.g. [BG],
• The set of PGL(k+1)-conjugacy classes of endomorphisms of Pk is an affine variety
over K. This follows from the fact that the quotient is geometric and thus remains
true over any field.
To finish the present discussion, we recall that to any subvariety Z of X, which is
defined over K, we can associate a subvariety Z of X (which can be defined as the Zariski
closure of Z in X) such that the restriction of π to Z is flat over Λ. In particular, to
any point x ∈ X(K) with corresponding subvariety x, we can associate a rational section
σ : B 99KX of π, i.e. a rational map such that
(1) π ◦ σ = idB,
(2) σ is regular over Λ,
(3) the Zariski closure σ(B) of σ(Λ) in X is x.
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3.2. Global properties of the bifurcation current. Pick a polarized endomorphism
(X, f, L) over the field of rational functions K of a smooth complex projective variety B.
Let (X, f,L) be a normal model of (X, f, L) as above.
Fix now a very ample linebundle N on B, i.e. N := OPM (1)|B for some embedding
B →֒ PMC , the linebundle
M := L ⊗ π∗(N)
is ample on X. Indeed, we also may embed X in PN × B:
X →֒ PN × B →֒ PN × PM ⊂ PRC ,
with L = OPR(1)|X . We then let ωB be the restriction of the Fubini-Study form of P
M
on B such that degN(B) =
∫
B
ωdimBB , i.e. with {ωB} = N and ω̂ be the restriction of
the Fubini-Study form of PN on X so that {ω̂} = L. The closed positive (1, 1)-form
ω̂ + π∗(ωB) is a Ka¨hler form on X.
Again, for any Borel subset Ω of X, we let
‖S‖Ω :=
〈
S,1Ω(π
∗(ωB) + ω̂)
k+dimB−p
〉
.
When ‖S‖ := ‖S‖XΛ < +∞, the current S extends trivially to the Zariski closure X of
XΛ as a closed positive (p, p)-current on X we still denote by S.
We use the notations of Section 3.1. We want here to prove the following, which is a
global version of Lemma 9:
Proposition 11. Let (X, f,L) be an algebraic family of polarized endomorphisms with
regular part Λ and let k := dimXλ for any λ ∈ B. Then
(1) For any 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ dimB, the current T̂f ∧ (π
∗ωB)
ℓ−1 has bounded mass on XΛ.
Moreover, there exists a constant C1 > 0 depending only on (X, f,L) such that
for any closed positive (ℓ, ℓ)-current S on X with 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ dimX − 1 and any
n ≥ 1, ∣∣∣‖T̂f ∧ S‖ − d−n‖(fn)∗(ω̂) ∧ S‖∣∣∣ ≤ C1
dn
‖S‖.
(2) There exists a constant C2 > 0 depending only on (X, f,L) such that, for any
1 ≤ p ≤ k, any 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ dimB and any horizontal closed positive (p, p)-current S
on X and any n ≥ 1, if q := k + dimB − ℓ− p, the quantity∣∣∣∣∫
XΛ
(fn)∗(S) ∧ (π
∗ωB)
ℓ ∧ ω̂q − dnq
∫
XΛ
T̂ qf ∧ S ∧ (π
∗ωB)
ℓ
∣∣∣∣
is bounded from above by C
∑
j≤q−1
dnj‖T̂ jf ∧ S ∧ (f
n)∗(ω̂)q−j−1 ∧ (π∗ωB)
ℓ‖.
Proof. Let us first justify that we may view Λ as an affine variety. Let X be the generic
fiber of π, L := L|X and f := f|X . Then (X, f, L) is a polarized endomorphism over C(B)
and Proposition 6 implies it induces a polarized endomorphism (Pk, f,OPk(1)) over C(B).
In particular, the family (X, f,L) induces a family (Pk×B, F,OPk(1)) of endomorphisms of
Pk. Since, when d is fixed, the space Homd(P
k) of such endomorphisms is the complement
in some projective space of an irreducible hypersurface by, e.g., [Ma], it is an affine variety.
Whence Λ has to be affine.
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We thus can define an embedding ι1 : B →֒ P
M with ι−11 (A
M (C)) = Λ. We also may
embed X in PN × B with L = ι∗(OPN (1)):
ι : X
ι2
→֒ PN × B
ι1
→֒ PN × PM ,
We now write (z, t) for a point of PN × PM and let ‖ · ‖ be the standard Hermitian norm
on AM (C). We also identify λ = π(z) with the second coordinate t of ι1 ◦ ι2(z) in the
proof. We rely on the next lemma, which is an application of Hilbert’s Nullstellensatzt:
Lemma 12. There exist C1, C2 > 0 such that for all n ≥ 1,
1
dn
(fn)∗(ω̂)− T̂f = dd
cφn on XΛ,
where |φn(z)| ≤ d
−n(C1 log
+ ‖λ‖ +C2), for all λ ∈ Λ and all z ∈ Xλ.
We take the lemma for granted and continue the proof. We follow ideas of [GOV]. For
any A > 0, we pick the following test function
ΨA(λ) :=
logmax(‖λ‖, eA)− log max(‖λ‖, e2A)
A
.
Then, ΨA is continuous and DSH on Λ with dd
cΨA = T
+
A − T
−
A where T
±
A are some
positive closed (1, 1)-currents whose masses are finite with ‖T±A ‖ ≤ C
′/A for some C ′ > 0
depending neither on A nor on T±A . Observe also that ΨA is equal to −1 in B(0, e
A), and
0 outside B(0, e2A). We first prove point 1: pick 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ dimB − 1, S a closed positive
(ℓ, ℓ)-current on X and n ≥ 1, then by Stokes
JAn :=
〈(
T̂f −
1
dn
(fn)∗(ω̂)
)
∧ (ω̂ + π∗ωB)
k+dimB−ℓ ∧ S,ΨA ◦ π
〉
=
〈
φn · (ω̂ + π
∗ωB)
k+dimB−ℓ , ddc(ΨA ◦ π) ∧ S
〉
and the definition of ΨA implies
|JAn | ≤
∫
ι−1(PN×B(0,e2A))
|φn| (ω̂ + π
∗ωB)
k+dimB−ℓ ∧ (T+A + T
−
A ) ∧ S
≤
C1
A
sup
PN×B(0,e2A)
|φn| · ‖S‖,
for some constant C1 > 0. Lemma 12 then implies |J
A
n | ≤ C2d
−n‖S‖ for some constant
C2 > 0 which is independent of A. Making A→∞ gives the first point of the Proposition.
We now prove the second estimate. Let q := k + dimB − ℓ− p, since π ◦ fn = π,
IAn :=
〈
1
dqn
(fn)∗(S) ∧
(
T̂ qf − ω̂
q
)
∧ (π∗ωB)
ℓ,ΨA ◦ π
〉
=
〈
S ∧
(
T̂ qf −
(
1
dn
(fn)∗ω̂
)q)
,ΨA ◦ π ◦ f
n · ((π ◦ fn)∗ωB)
ℓ
〉
=
q−1∑
j=0
(−d)−n(q−1−j)
(
q − 1
j
)
·
〈
S ∧ (ddcφn) ∧ T̂
j
f ∧ (f
n)∗(ω̂)q−1−j ,ΨA ◦ π · (π
∗ωB)
ℓ
〉
=
q−1∑
j=0
(−d)−n(q−1−j)
(
q − 1
j
)
·
∫
φn · S ∧ T̂
j
f ∧ (f
n)∗(ω̂)q−1−j ∧ ddc(ΨA ◦ π) ∧ (π
∗ωB)
ℓ,
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where we used f∗T̂f = d · T̂f, T̂f =
1
dn (f
n)∗(ω̂)− ddcφn and Stokes formula.
We now let Sj := S ∧ T̂
j
f ∧ (π
∗ωB)
ℓ for any 0 ≤ j ≤ q − 1. The above implies
|IAn | ≤
q−1∑
j=0
d−n(q−1−j)
(
q − 1
j
)
·
∫
|φn| · Sj ∧ (f
n)∗(ω̂)q−1−j ∧ (T+A + T
−
A )
≤
q−1∑
j=0
d−n(q−1−j)
(
q − 1
j
)
C3
A
· ‖Sj ∧ ((f
n)∗(ω̂))q−1−j ‖ · sup
PN×B(0,e2A)
|φn|,
for some universal constant C3 > 0. By the first point, T̂f has bounded mass and d
−n(fn)∗ω̂
has uniformly bounded mass. In particular, using again Lemma 12, we find constants
C4, C5 > 0 such that
|IAn | ≤
q−1∑
j=0
C4
A
d−n(q−1−j)
(
q − 1
j
)
· ‖Sj ∧ ((f
n)∗(ω̂))q−1−j ‖ · sup
PN×B(0,e2A)
|φn|
≤ C5
q−1∑
j=0
d−n(q−j)
(
q − 1
j
)
· ‖Sj ∧ ((f
n)∗(ω̂))q−j−1 ‖.
Since the constants do not depend on A, we can make A → ∞ and multiply by dnq to
complete the proof. 
We now give the proof of Lemma 12.
Proof of Lemma 12. Write Fλ(z) = [P0,λ(z) : · · · : PN,λ(z)], z ∈ P
N , where Pi,λ ∈
C(X)[z0, . . . , zN ] are homogeneous polynomials and Res(P0,λ, . . . , PN,λ) = 0 if and only if
λ ∈ B \ Λ. Write F˜λ = (P0,λ, . . . , PN,λ) and recall that d
−1F˜ ∗ωˆFS − ωˆFS = dd
cg0, where
g0(z, λ) =
1
d log ‖F˜λ(p)‖ − log ‖p‖, for any λ ∈ Λ and any p = (p0, . . . , pN ) ∈ C
N+1 − {0}
such that z = [p0 : · · · : pN ]. By construction, we have
T̂f −
1
dn
(F˜n)∗ωˆFS = dd
c
 ∞∑
j=n
1
dj
g0 ◦ F˜
j
 .(2)
Note that the coefficient of F˜λ in a given system of homogeneous coordinates are regular
functions on Λ and that also Res(F˜λ) ∈ C[Λ], so that∣∣∣log |Res(F˜λ)|∣∣∣ ≤ C1 log+ ‖λ‖+ C2.
An application of the homogeneous Hilbert’s Nullstellensatzt (see, e.g., [GOV, proof of
Lemma 6.5]) implies there exist a constant C > 0 and an integer N ≥ 1 such that
C−1|Res(F˜λ)| ≤
‖F˜λ(p)‖
‖p‖d
≤ Cmax (‖λ‖, 1)N for any p ∈ CN+1 \ {0} and any λ ∈ Λ.
In particular, since g0(z, λ) = log ‖F˜λ(p)‖/‖p‖
d, this gives easily |g0(z, λ)| ≤ C
′ log+ ‖λ‖+
C ′′ for any z ∈ Pk and any λ ∈ Λ.
Using that ι ◦ f(z) = (Fλ ◦ ι(z), λ), for all λ ∈ Λ and all z ∈ Xλ, we deduce the lemma
from the above. 
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3.3. Global height function versus mass of a current. By the classical functorial
properties of Weil heights on varieties over function fields, and since f∗L ≃ L⊗d, we have
hX,L ◦ f = d · hX,L +O(1), see, e.g. [HS, Theorem B.10.4]. Recall that, following [CS], we
define the canonical height of f as ĥf := limn→∞
1
dnhX,L ◦ f
n. By [CS, Theorem 1.1], it is
the unique function hˆf : X(K¯)→ R+ satisfying
(1) ĥf ◦ f = d · ĥf ,
(2) ĥf = hX,L +O(1).
For any irreducible subvariety Z of dimension 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ k = dimX of X defined over K,
the height hX,L(Z) can be defined as the intersection number
hX,L(Z) :=
(
Z · c1(L)
ℓ+1 · c1(π
∗N)dimB−1
)
,
where Z be the Zariski closure of Z in X, see, e.g., [G1, G3, Fab, CGHX], and the height
hX,L(Z) of Z can be computed as
hX,L(Z) =
∫
XΛ
ω̂ℓ+1 ∧ (π∗ωB)
dimB−1 ∧ [Z],
by Skoda Theorem, since π∗ωB and ω̂ have continuous potentials. When Z is defined
over a finite extension K′ of K, we let ρ′ : B′ → B be the normalization of B in K′. If
X′ := X ×B B
′, the projection ρ : X′ →X onto the first factor is a finite branched cover
and, if Z′ is the Zariski closure of Z in X′, we can set
hX,L(Z) =
1
[K′ : K]
(
Z′ · c1(ρ
∗L)ℓ+1 · c1(ρ
∗π∗N)dimB−1
)
We thus can assume in the sequel that Z is defined over K. We can also define
ĥf (Z) = lim
n→∞
1
dn(ℓ+1)
hX,L((f
n)∗(Z))
Remark that the above implies have ĥf (f∗(Z)) = d
ℓ+1 · ĥf (Z). In particular, if Z is
preperiodic, i.e. if there exists n > m ≥ 0 such that fn(Z) = fm(Z), we have ĥf (Z) = 0.
We can also compute the canonical height of Z as the mass of its bifurcation current. Let
us restate Theorem B and prove it:
Theorem 13. The canonical height ĥf (Z) of Z can be computed as
ĥf (Z) =
∫
Λ
Tf,[Z] ∧ ω
dimB−1
B .
Proof. Note that [Z] is a horizontal (k − ℓ, k − ℓ)-current on XΛ, so that
In :=
(
(fn)∗(Z) · c1(L)
ℓ+1 · π∗c1(M)
dimB−1
)
is
In =
∫
XΛ
(fn)∗[Z] ∧ ω̂
ℓ+1 ∧ (π∗ωB)
dimB−1.
Note that, as ωdimB+1B = 0, we have
‖(fn)∗[Z] ∧ (π
∗ωB)
dimB−1‖ =(ℓ+ 1)
∫
XΛ
(fn)∗[Z] ∧ (π
∗ωB)
dimB ∧ ω̂ℓ
+
∫
XΛ
(fn)∗[Z] ∧ (π
∗ωB)
dimB−1 ∧ ω̂ℓ+1,
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so that we have
‖(fn)∗[Z] ∧ (π
∗ωB)
dimB−1‖ = In + (ℓ+ 1)
∫
XΛ
(fn)∗[Z] ∧ ω̂
ℓ ∧ (π∗ωB)
dimB.
As shown in the proof of Proposition 11, we have∫
XΛ
(fn)∗[Z] ∧ ω̂
ℓ ∧ (π∗ωB)
dimB = O(dℓn),
which gives
1
dn(ℓ+1)
hX,L((f
n)∗(Z)) =
1
dn(ℓ+1)
‖(fn)∗[Z] ∧ (π
∗ωB)
dimB−1‖+O(d−n).
We use Proposition 11 to conclude. 
Remark. This is a a more precise statement than [CGHX, Theorem B]. Let us recall
their result: when A is an abelian variety, L is an ample and symmetric linebundle on A
and f = [n] is the multiplication by an integer, then ĥf is nothing but the Ne´ron-Tate
height function of the Abelian variety A, relative to L. Theorem B from [CGHX] can be
rephrased as follows: if Z has height 0, then the integral vanishes:∫
AΛ
T̂ ℓ+1[n] ∧ [Z] ∧ (π
∗ν)dimB−1 = 0,
for any smooth closed positive (1, 1)-form ν which represents c1(N), but it is not shown
that the converse holds true.
Let us prove here that a stronger statement holds true in full generality, compare with
[CGHX, Corollary 3.3].
Corollary 14. ĥf (Z) = 0 if and only if, for any closed positive (1, 1)-current ν on B with
continuous potentials we have∫
XΛ
T̂ ℓ+1f ∧ [Z] ∧ (π
∗ν)dimB−1 = 0.
Proof. The proof is actually easy. Theorem 13 implies ĥf (Z) = 0 if and only if∫
XΛ
T̂ ℓ+1f ∧ [Z] ∧ (π
∗ωB)
dimB−1 = 0.(3)
It is thus sufficient to prove that if equation (3) holds, then∫
π−1(U)
T̂ ℓ+1f ∧ [Z] ∧ (π
∗ν)dimB−1 = 0(4)
for any closed positive (1, 1)-current ν on B with continuous potentials and any an open
subset U of Λ which is relatively compact in Λ. Again, by continuity, it is sufficient to
consider the case where ν is smooth since, by Richberg’s theorem, any continuous psh
function can be locally approximated by smooth psh functions and we have the continuity
of the wedge product in (4). Pick such a smooth current ν. As ωB is strictly positive on
U , there exists C > 0 such that CωB ≥ ν ≥ 0 in the weak sense of currents. In particular,
0 ≤
∫
π−1(U)
T̂ ℓ+1f ∧ [Z] ∧ (π
∗ν)dimB−1 ≤
∫
XΛ
T̂ ℓ+1f ∧ [Z] ∧ (π
∗ωB)
dimB−1 = 0.
Taking the supremum over all U ⋐ Λ ends the proof. 
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For n > m ≥ 0, let
Perf(n,m) := {z0 ∈X : f
n(z0) = f
m(z0)}.
Lemma 5 in particular implies that the set Perf(n,m) defines a algebraic subvariety of X
which has pure dimension dimB and which is flat over Λ. As a consequence, the current
[Perf(n,m)] is a closed positive horizontal (k, k)-current on XΛ.
As a particular application of Theorem 13, we have the following.
Corollary 15. (1) The pair (X, f,L, [Z]) is stable if and only if ĥf (Z) = 0.
(2) For any irreducible component C of Perf(n,m), the k-dynamical pair (X,L, f, [C])
is stable.
4. Stability of algebraic dynamical pairs
4.1. Several characterizations of stability.
Definition 7. Let 1 ≤ p ≤ k. A p-dynamical pair (X, f,L, [Z]) is algebraic if
(†1) (X, f,L) is an algebraic family of polarized endomorphisms,
(†2) Z is an irreducible algebraic subvariety of X of codimension p which is flat over
the regular part of (X, f,L).
Example. Let B be a smooth projective variety, and Λ be a Zariski open set of B. If
f : (z, λ) ∈ Pk × Λ 7−→ (fλ(z), λ) ∈ P
k × Λ
is an algebraic family of degree d endomorphisms of Pk, then (Pk × B, f,OPk(1)) is an
algebraic family of polarized endomorphisms. If in addition a is a marked point, i.e. a
morphism a : Λ→ Pk, the pair (Pk × B, f,OPk(1), [Γa]), where Γa is the graph of a, is an
algebraic k-dynamical pair.
Notice that up to taking a finite branched cover of B, any k-dynamical pair of the form
(Pk × B, f,OPk(1), [Z]) can be decomposed as a finite collection of pairs given by graphs.
Nevertheless, it is convenient in what follows to allow Z not to be a graph.
Recall that, when Z is a subvariety of X of dimension ℓ + dimB, the degree of Z
relatively to the ample linebundle M is given by
degM(Z) =
(
Z ·Mℓ+dimB
)
=
∫
ZΛ
(ω̂ + π∗ωB)
ℓ+dimB = ‖[Z]‖.
We are now in position to prove the following.
Theorem 16. Let (X, f,L, [Z]) be an algebraic dynamical pair, which is a model of
(X, f, L,Z) over the field K of rational functions of a smooth projective variety B. Let
ℓ := dimZ and let Zn be the Zariski closure of f
n(ZΛ) in X.
Then the following are equivalent:
(1) (X, f,L, [Z]) is stable,
(2) Tf,[Z] = 0 as a closed positive (1, 1)-current on Λ,
(3) there exists C > 0 such that for all n ≥ 1,
C−1
dnℓ
deg(fn|Z)
≤ degM(Zn) ≤ C
dnℓ
deg(fn|Z)
,
(4) ĥf (Z) = 0.
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Proof. The equivalence between points 1 and 2 is the content of Proposition 8 and the
equivalence between 2 and 4 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 13. We thus just
need to prove the equivalence between 2 and 3. We now recall that, as algebraic cycles,
we have
(fnλ )∗Zλ = deg(f
n
λ |Zλ) · f
n
λ (Zλ) = deg(f
n|Z) · f
n
λ (Zλ).
We infer that, as Z → Λ is flat, as currents on XΛ, we also have
(fn)∗[Z] = deg(f
n|Z) · [f
n(Z)].
Set αn := d
nℓ/deg(fn|Z). Recall also that
degM(Zn) =
1
deg(fn|Z)
∫
XΛ
(fn)∗[Z] ∧ (ω̂ + π
∗ωB)
dimB+ℓ
=
1
deg(fn|Z)
dimB∑
j=0
(
dimB + ℓ
j + ℓ
)∫
XΛ
(fn)∗[Z] ∧ ω̂
j+ℓ ∧ (π∗ωB)
dimB−j
≥
1
deg(fn|Z)
∫
XΛ
(fn)∗[Z] ∧ ω̂
ℓ+1 ∧ (π∗ωB)
dimB−1 .
If Tf,[Z] is non-zero, we use the second point of Proposition 11. The above implies
degM(f
n(Z)) ≥ dnαn
∫
XΛ
T̂ ℓ+1f ∧ [Z] ∧ (π
∗ωB)
dimB−1 +O(αn),
so there is no C > 0 such that degM(f
n(Z)) ≤ Cαn. Hence 3 implies 2.
We finally assume Tf,[Z] = 0 and we want to prove degM(Zn) = O(αn). As T̂
ℓ+1
f ∧ [Z] =
0, applying point 1 of Proposition 11 to S = T̂ ℓf ∧ [Z] ∧ (π
∗ωB)
τ (for any τ), and an
immediate induction, for all 0 ≤ s ≤ ℓ+ 1, we have
‖(fn)∗(ω̂ℓ+1−s) ∧ T̂ sf ∧ [Z] ∧ (π
∗ωB)
τ‖ = O(dn(ℓ−s)).
Again point 1 of Proposition 11 and an easy induction, we get for all 1 ≤ j ≤ dimB,
‖[Z] ∧ (fn)∗(ω̂ℓ+j−s) ∧ T̂ sf ∧ (π
∗ωB)
dimB−j‖ = O(dn(ℓ−s)).
By point 2, for any 1 ≤ j ≤ dimB, since T̂ ℓ+1f ∧ [Z] = 0, the quantity∫
XΛ
(fn)∗[Z] ∧ ω̂
j+ℓ ∧ (π∗ωB)
dimB−j
is thus bounded above by
C1
∑
q≤ℓ
dnq‖T̂ qf ∧ (f
n)∗(ω̂j+ℓ−1−q) ∧ [Z] ∧ (π∗ωB)
dimB−j ‖
≤ C2
∑
q≤ℓ
dnq · dn(ℓ−q−1) ≤ C3d
nℓ,
for some constants C1, C2, C3 > 0 independent on n and j. This summarizes as
0 ≤
∫
XΛ
(fn)∗[Z] ∧ ω̂
j+ℓ ∧ (π∗ωB)
dimB−j ≤ C4d
nℓ,
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for some constant C4 > 0 independent of n. Finally, for j = 0, we have∫
XΛ
(fn)∗[Z] ∧ ω̂
ℓ ∧ (π∗ωB)
dimB =
∫
XΛ
[Z] ∧ (fn)∗(ω̂ℓ) ∧ (π∗ωB)
dimB
≤ C5d
nℓ‖[Z‖,
for some C5 > 0, since π ◦ f
n = π. To see that this ends the proof, it is sufficient to remark
that we always have ∫
XΛ
T̂ ℓf ∧ [Z] ∧ (π
∗ωB)
dimB > 0.
Indeed, the slice along Xλ of T̂
ℓ
f ∧ [Z] is T
ℓ
fλ
∧ [Zλ] which has mass deg(Zλ) by Be´zout,
and since it has continuous potentials, the global mass of
∫
XΛ
T̂ ℓf ∧ [Z] ∧ (π
∗ωB)
dimB has
to be positive. 
Remark. (1) When Z is a point, we have ℓ = dimZ = 0, and obviously deg(f |Z) = 1,
so that item 3 means degM(Zn) = O(1), as claimed in the introduction.
(2) When dimZ > 0, the degree deg(fn|Z) could as well grow as d
ℓn or remain con-
stant equal to 1. However, we expect to have degM(Zn) = O(1), when the pair
(X, f,L, [Z]) is stable unless we have some isotriviality.
4.2. A criterion for unstability: similarity. Fix 1 ≤ p ≤ k and assume (X, f,L, [Z])
is an algebraic p-dynamical pair as above.
Definition 8. Let (Y, g, L) be a complex polarized endomorphism. We say that a periodic
point z of g is (J, p)-repelling if it is J-repelling and for any germ Z of analytic set of
dimension p and any small enough neighborhood U of z, we have that
∫
U T
p
g ∧ [Z] > 0.
Remark. By definition, a J-repelling point z is (J, k)-repelling and by non-normality of
(gn) on any analytic curve Z passing through z, it is also (J, 1)-repelling.
Still, we don’t know if a J-repelling point is (J, p)-repelling for all p.
The following is an adaptation of Tan Lei’s similarity between the Julia set and the
Mandelbrot set at a Misiurewicz parameter [T] and follows the idea of the proof of [AGMV,
Theorem B].
Lemma 17. Pick λ0 ∈ Λ. Assume there exists a (J, p)-repelling periodic point z0 ∈
(Xλ0)reg∩Z for fλ0 . Let z : λ ∈ (Λ, λ0) 7→ z(λ) ∈ (X, z0) be the local analytic continuation
of z0 as a J-repelling periodic point of fλ. Then
(1) either λ0 ∈ supp(Tf,[Z]), in particular (X, f,L, [Z]) is not stable,
(2) or there is a neighborhood U of λ0 in Λ such that the graph Γz satisfies Γz ⊂
Z ∩ π−1(U).
Proof. Up to replacing f by an iterate, we can assume that z0 is fixed. We assume Γz 6⊂ Z
and we want to show Tf,[Z] 6= 0. First, as Tf,[Z] is a closed positive current on Λ with
continuous potential, we can reduce to the case when dimB = 1. Indeed, for any curve
C, supp
(
Tf,[Z] ∧ [C]
)
⊂ supp(Tf,[Z]).
We thus assume that dimB = 1, and that there exists an open neighborhood U of λ0 in
B such that the intersection Z ∩ Γz ∩ π
−1(U) is finite. We want to prove (X, f,L, [Z]) is
not stable. We assume by contradiction it is stable. As z(λ) is repelling for all λ ∈ B(λ0, ε),
up to reducing ε, we can assume there exist K > 1 and δ > 0 such that
dXλ(fλ(x), fλ(z(λ))) ≥ KdXλ(x, z(λ)),
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for all λ ∈ B(λ0, ε) and all z ∈ BXλ(z(λ), δ) ⊂ Xλ. In particular, there exists a neighbor-
hood Ω of z0 in X such that f : Ω → f(Ω) ⊃ Ω is proper. In addition, if λ ∈ π(Ω), we
have Ω ∩Xλ ⋐ f(Ω ∩Xλ). Then
dn(k+1−p)
∫
Ω
T̂ k+1−pf ∧ [Z] =
∫
Ω
(fn)∗T̂ k+1−pf ∧ [Z]
≥
∫
Ω
T̂ k+1−pf ∧ (f
n)∗[Z],
and the above implies lim infn→∞ 1Ω(f
n)∗[Z] ≥ α[Z0] in the weak sense of currents, for
some α > 0 and some analytic subvariety Z0 of Ω of codimension p.
Now, since z0 is (J, p)-repelling, we have
∫
Ω T̂
k+1−p
f ∧ α[Z0] > 0. This contradicts the
fact that (X, f,L, [Z]) is stable as
∫
Ω(f
n)∗T̂ k+1−pf ∧ [Z] > 0 for n large enough. 
4.3. The Geometric Dynamical Northcott property. Here we prove the main result
of the paper:
Theorem 18. Let (X, f,L) be a non-isotrivial algebraic family of polarized endomor-
phisms, with regular part Λ. Assume a : B 99K X is a stable rational section of π and let
Cn be the Zariski closure of f
n(a(Λ)) and D := maxn degM(Cn). There exist a subvariety
YD of X which is flat over Λ and N ≥ 0 such that
(1) f(YD) = YD and for any periodic irreducible component V of YD with f
n(V) = V,
the family of polarized endomorphisms (V, fn|V,L|V) is isotrivial,
(2) for any irreducible subvariety C ⊂ X of dimension dimB with degM(f
n(C)) ≤ D
for all n ≥ 1 which is flat over Λ, then YD contains f
N (C),
Remark. In the case where any irreducible component of YD has dimension dimB, the
set YD itself is in fact a (possibly reducible) preperiodic subvariety under iteration of f ,
i.e. there exist n > m ≥ 0 such that fn(YD) = f
m(YD).
Proof. Define Z1D as the Zariski closure of the set of irreducible subvarieties of X which
have dimension dimB, are flat over Λ, and such that
degM(f
n(V)) ≤ D, for all n ≥ 0.
Note that Z1D contains the Zariski closure of {Cn ; n ≥ 0}. Remark also that, by con-
struction, Z1D is a projective variety, that a general V ∈ Z
1
D is irreducible and flat over
Λ, and that for any V ∈ Z1D, we have f(V) ∈ Z
1
D. In particular, there is an irreducible
component of Z1D which is periodic under iteration of f. Let ZD be a periodic irreducible
component of Z1D of highest dimension. As we have proved in Lemma 10 that (X, f,L)
is isotrivial if and only if (X, fn,L) is for some n ≥ 1, we may assume f(ZD) = ZD.
We now define
ẐD := {(V, x) ∈ ZD ×X : x ∈ V}.
Assume that ẐD has dimension ≥ dimX = k + dimB, so that the canonical projection
Π : (V, x) 7−→ x is dominant, whence Π is surjective. If we set ẐΛD := Π
−1(XΛ), we have
Lemma 19. The map Π|
ẐΛ
D
: ẐΛD →XΛ is an isomorphism.
We take the lemma for granted. Let p : ẐΛD → ZD be the projection given by p(V, z) =
V. By Lemma 19 above, we have dimZD = k and the map
Ψ := p ◦
(
Π|
ẐΛ
D
)−1
: XΛ −→ ZD
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is regular and its fibers are of the form VΛ for some V ∈ ZD. Up to normalizing ZD, we
may assume it is normal. The action induced by f defines an endomorphism : ZD → ZD
which makes the following diagram commute:
XΛ
f
//
Ψ

XΛ
Ψ

ZD g
// ZD
Note that, since C0 is the closure of the image of a rational section of π, it is irreducible
and we have (C0 ·Xλ) = 1, where Xλ is a general fiber π
−1{λ} = Xλ of π. As all fibers of
π (resp. all varieties in ZD) are cohomologous and as the intersection can be computed
in cohomology, we deduce that
(V ·Xλ) = 1
for all λ ∈ Λ and all V ∈ ZD. Let now ψλ := Ψ|Xλ : Xλ → ZD. As for any point z ∈ Xλ,
(z, λ) is contained in one and only one variety V ∈ Z0, ψλ is a morphism. Finally, since
the topological degree of ψλ is exactly (V ·Xλ) for a general variety V ∈ ZD, we get that
ψλ is an isomorphism which conjugates fλ to g.
We have proved that for any λ ∈ Λ, the morphism fλ is conjugated by an isomorphism
ψλ : Xλ → ZD to the endomorphism g. In particular, for any λ, λ
′ ∈ Λ, the map
ψ−1λ′ ◦ ψλ : Xλ → Xλ′ is an isomorphism which conjugates fλ to fλ′ . More precisely, for
any λ0 ∈ Λ and any small ball B ⊂ Λ centered at λ0, we have in fact built an analytic map
φ : Xλ0 ×B→ π
−1(B) such that the above isomorphism Xλ0 → Xλ is in fact φλ := φ(·, λ).
In particular, φ∗λLλ depends continuously on λ, whence its class in the Picard group
Pic(Xλ0) also. As the Picard group of a complex projective variety is discrete and B is
connected, it must be constant. We thus have proved (X, f, L) is isotrivial. This is a
contradiction.
As a consequence, the image Y of Π
ẐD
: ẐD → X is a strict subvariety of X which
is invariant by f and flat over Λ. Moreover, we have f(Y) = Y and, if (Y, f|Y,L|Y)
is non-isotrivial, up to taking the normalization n : Ŷ → Y of Y, we can assume Y is
normal and (Y, f|Y,L|Y) is polarized, since n is a finite morphism. We thus end up with
a contradiction exactly as above. In particular, (Y, f|Y,L|Y) is isotrivial.
Finally, if W1, . . . ,Wℓ are all periodic irreducible components of ZD, we let YD be the
union of the images of Ŵi under the natural projections ΠŴi : Ŵi → X defined as above.
By construction of the varieties Wi, there exists an integer N ≥ 1 such that any irreducible
subvariety C ofX of dimension dimB which is flat over Λ and with supn degM(f
n(C)) ≤ D
satisfies fN (C) ⊂ YD. 
We now prove Lemma 19.
Proof of Lemma 19. Pick λ0 ∈ Λ and let z0 ∈ (Xλ0)reg be such that z0 is a J-repelling
periodic point for fλ0 and let p ≥ 1 be its exact period. By the Implicit Function Theorem,
there exist a neighborhood U ⊂ Λ of λ0 and a local section z : U →X of π : X → B such
that
fpλ(z(λ)) = z(λ), λ ∈ U,
and z(λ) ∈ (Xλ)reg is J-repelling for fλ for all λ ∈ U . By assumption, there exists V ∈ ẐD
such that (z0, λ0) ∈ V. In this case, Lemma 17 states that V ∩ π
−1(U) = z(U). This
implies there exists a Zariski dense subset S ⊂ XΛ such that Π−1{x} is a singleton for
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all x ∈ S. Whence there exist dense Zariski open sets U ⊂ ẐΛD and W ⊂ XΛ such that
Π|U : U −→W is a biholomorphism. Up to replacing Λ with Λ\F where F is a subvariety,
we can assume W = π−1(Λ)\ (X′∪X′′), where X′ and X′′ are strict subvariety of X, flat
over λ, which are the respective Zariski closures of {x ∈ XΛ ; 1 < Card(Π
−1{x}) < +∞}
and {x ∈XΛ ; Π
−1{x} is infinite}.
We now want to prove X′′ is empty. First, we note that f−1(X′′Λ) = X
′′
Λ = f(X
′′
Λ). This
follows easily from the fact that f is a morphism on XΛ, which lifts as a morphism on ZD:
if x ∈ XΛ \X
′′
Λ, then any curve V ∈ ZD passing through x has a unique image under f
and finitely many preimages, whence
f−1(XΛ \X
′′
Λ) = XΛ \X
′′
Λ = f(XΛ \X
′′
Λ),
and thus f−1(X′′Λ) = X
′′
Λ = f(X
′′
Λ). We thus may apply Lemma 17 as above. The set X
′′
Λ
is at worst a subvariety of dimension dimB which is flat over Λ and totally invariant by
f . But it is supposed to contain infinitely many distinct such subvarieties of ZD which
pass by points in X′′Λ. This is impossible, whence X
′′ = ∅.
We thus have proved so far that the map Π|
ẐΛ
D
: ẐΛD → XΛ is a finite birational
morphism. Since XΛ is normal, this implies Π|ẐΛ
D
is an isomorphism, as required. 
4.4. Proof of Theorem A. We now can deduce Theorem A from Theorem 18. To do
so, we prove the following geometric reformulation of Theorem A.
Theorem 20. Let (X, f,L) be a non-isotrivial family of polarized endomorphisms, where
π : X → B is a family of complex normal varieties. There exist a strict subvariety Y of
X which is flat over B and integers N ≥ 0 and D0 ≥ 1 such that
(1) f(Y) = Y and for any periodic irreducible component V of Y with fn(V) = V, the
family of polarized endomorphisms (V, fn|V,L|V) is isotrivial,
(2) Pick any rational section a : B 99KX of π such that (X, f,L, a) is stable. Then
(a) if aN is defined by aN (λ) := f
N
λ (a(λ)), then aN is a section of π|Y : Y→ B,
(b) if Ca is the Zariski closure of a(Λ), we have degM(Ca) ≤ D0.
Proof. By Theorem 18, for any integer D, there exist a subvariety YD of X which is flat
over Λ and an integer ND ≥ 1 such that
(1) f(YD) = YD and for any periodic irreducible component V of YD with f
n(V) = V,
the family of polarized endomorphisms (V, fn|V,L|V, ) is isotrivial,
(2) YD contains f
N (C), for any irreducible subvariety C ⊂ X of dimension dimB
which is flat over Λ and with degM(f
n(C)) ≤ D for all n ≥ 1. In particular, for
any rational section a : B 99K X, if Ca is the Zariski closure of a(Λ) in X, and if
degM(f
n(Ca)) ≤ D, then f
N (Ca) ⊂ YD.
Moreover, if D ≤ D′, then YD ⊂ YD′ . All there is left to prove is the existence of D0 ≥ 1
such that if degM(Ca) > D0, then (X, f,L, a) is not stable.
Let X be the generic fiber of π, L := L|X and f := f|X , so that (X, f,L) is a model
for (X, f, L) with regular part Λ. Let
ĥf := lim
n→∞
1
dn
hX,L ◦ f
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be the canonical height function of (X, f, L) as above. Any rational section corresponds
to some a ∈ XK, where K = C(B) and
hX,L(a) =
(
Ca · c1(L) · c1(N)
dimB−1
)
= degM(Ca)−
(
Ca · c1(N)
dimB
)
= degM(Ca)− 1,
since Ca is the Zariski closure of the image of a rational section of π. Indeed, the size of
the field extension K(a) of K is exactly the intersection number (Ca · c1(N)
dimB). Recall
from Section 3.3 that hX,L = ĥf + O(1), so there exists a constant C > 0 such that
ĥf ≥ hX,L − C, whence
ĥf (a) ≥ degM(Ca)− (C + 1).
If degM(Ca) > C+1, we thus find ĥf (a) > 0. By Theorem 16, we deduce that (X, f,L, a)
is not stable, ending the proof. 
We now easily deduce Theorem A from Theorem 20.
Proof of Theorem A. Let (X, f, L) be a polarized endomorphism over K and let (X, f,L)
be a model of (X, f, L) over B. Applying Theorem 20 gives the conclusion, since X is
isomorphic to the generic fiber of π : X → B, L = L|X and f = f|X . 
4.5. Applications. We briefy give applications of Theorems B and A to the arithmetic
of dynamical systems defined over function fields K = k(B) where k has characteristic 0
and let B be a smooth projective k-variety.
If A is an abelian variety defined over K, L a symmetric ample line bundle on A and if
[n] the morphism of multiplication by the integer n on A, the Ne´ron-Tate height function
ĥA : A(K¯)→ R of A is defined by
ĥL = lim
n→∞
1
n2
hA,L ◦ [n].
In particular, it satisfies ĥL ◦ [n] = n
2ĥL for any n ≥ 2. Applying Theorem A to the polar-
ized endomorphism (A, [n], L) directly gives the next result due to Lang and Ne´ron [LN]:
Theorem 21 (Lang-Ne´ron). Let A be a non-isotrivial abelian variety defined over K, L a
symmetric ample line bundle on A and let τ : A0 → A be the K/k-Trace of A. Then, there
exists an integer m such that for any z ∈ A(K) with hˆL(z) = 0, we have [m]z ∈ τ(A0(K)).
This has applications to the case of Latte`s maps. Recall that an endomorphism g :
PN → PN is a Latte`s map if there exist an Abelian variety A of dimension N , an isogeny
ℓ : A→ A and a finite branched cover Θ : A→ PN such that Θ◦ℓ = g◦Θ. Combining [AL,
Theorem 1.1] and [C, Theorem 2.3 and the paragraph before], we can lift a non-isotrivial
Latte`s map to an abelian variety whose K/k-Trace is reduced to 0, so that Theorem 20
and Theorem 21 imply
Corollary 22 (Northcott’s property for Latte`s maps). Let f : PN → PN be a non-
isotrivial Latte`s map of degree d ≥ 2. Then, for any z ∈ PN (K), ĥf (z) = 0 if and only if
z is preperiodic.
Finally, we remark here that Theorem A implies a conjecture of Kawaguchi and Sil-
verman [KS, Conjecture 6] in the case of polarized endomorphims over K. Let X be a
smooth projective variety defined over K and f : X 99K X a dominant rational map.
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Definition 9. For 0 ≤ j ≤ dimX, the j-dynamical degree λj(f) of f is
λj(f) := lim
n→+∞
(
(fn)∗Hj ·HdimX−j
)1/n
,
where H is any big and nef Cartier divisor on X.
Let Xf (K¯) be the set of points whose full forward orbit is well-defined. In this case,
one can also define the arithmetic degree of a point P ∈ Xf (K¯) as
αf (P ) := lim
n→+∞
max (hX(f
n(P )), 1)1/n ,
where hX is any given Weil height function hX : X(K¯)→ R, when the limit exists. As a
consequence of Theorem 18, we deduce
Theorem 23. Let k be a field of characteristic zero and B be a smooth projective k-variety.
Let (X, f, L) be a non-isotrivial polarized endomorphism over K := k(B) of degree d. Fix
a point P ∈ X(K¯). Then
(1) the limit αf (P ) exists and is an integer,
(2) the set {αf (Q) : Q ∈ X(K¯)} coincides with {1, d},
(3) if P has Zariski dense orbit, we have αf (P ) = λ1(f) = d.
We refer the reader to [DGHLS] for generalization of the above conjecture where Theorem
B provides partial answers.
5. The Geometric Dynamical Bogomolov Conjecture
In the whole section, we let k be a field of characteristic 0, we also let B be a smooth
projective k-variety and we let K := k(B) be the field of rational functions of B.
5.1. Motivation of the Conjecture. As mentioned in the introduction, the Geometric
Bogomolov conjecture has been proved recently in [CGHX]. Let us first state their result.
Theorem 24 ([CGHX]). Let A be a non-isotrivial abelian variety and L be a symmetric
ample linebundle on A. Let Z be an irreducible subvariety of A
K¯
. Assume for all ε > 0,
the set Zε := {x ∈ Z(K¯) : ĥA(x) < ε} is Zariski dense in Z. Then, there exist a torsion
point a ∈ A(K¯), an abelian subvariety C ⊂ A and a subvariety W ⊂ A0 of the K¯/k-trace
(A0, τ) of A such that
Z = a+ C + τ(W ⊗k K¯).
Let us now give a dynamical formulation of the conclusion of their result. Fix n ≥ 2
and let [n] : A → A and ˜[n] : A0 → A0 be the respective multiplication by n morphisms.
Let M ≥ 0 be such that b := [n]M (a) is periodic under iteration of [n], i.e. there exists
k ≥ 1 with [n]kb = b, and let
V := b+ C + τ(A0 ⊗k K¯).
The variety V is fixed by [n]k, i.e. [n]kV = V and, if V0 := τ(A0 ⊗k K¯), there is a
fibration p : V → τ(A0 ⊗k K¯) which is invariant by [n]
k, i.e. such that the following
diagram commutes:
V
[n]k
//
p

V
p

V0
[n]k|V0
// V0
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and such that (V0, [n]
k|V0 , L|V0) is isotrivial. We thus may rephrase the conclusion as
follows: There exist subvarieties V, V0 ⊂ A invariant by [n]
k and an integer N ≥ 1 and a
surjective morphism p : V → V0 such that
(1) p ◦ ([n]k|V ) = ([n]
k|V0) ◦ p and (V0, [n]|V0 , L|V0) is isotrivial,
(2) [n]N (Z) = p−1(W0) where W0 is an isotrivial subvariety of V0.
In particular, Conjecture 1 in the Introduction is a generalization of the above dynamical
formulation of the Geometric Bogomolov Conjecture to the case where (X, f, L) is a non-
isotrivial polarized endomorphism defined over K, X is normal and Z ⊂ X
K¯
is irreducible
subvariety.
Recall that, by [Fab, G1], ĥf is induced by a MB-metric in the sense of Gubler [G2],
and, that in this case, we have the Zhang inequalities which imply the following by [G2,
Corollary 4.4]:
• the height of Z is zero, i.e. ĥf (Z) = 0,
• the essential minimum of the metrization vanishes:
e1 := sup
Y
inf
x∈Z(K¯)\Y
ĥf (x) = 0,
where Y ranges over all hypersurfaces of Z,
• for any ε > 0 the set Zε is Zariski-dense in Z.
In particular, it is sufficient to characterize subvarieties Z with ĥf (Z) = 0.
Remark. Note also that, using the same argument as in the proof of Corollary 22, we
see that the main Theorem of [CGHX] directly implies a strengthened version of the
Conjecture for Latte`s maps: if f : Pk → Pk is a Latte`s map defined over K and Z ⊂ Pk is
an irreducible subvariety defined over K, then ĥf (Z) = 0 if and only if Z is preperiodic.
Remark. Using Theorem A and the main theorem of [GNY], we can deduce the already
non straightforward case of split rational maps. Namely, we can prove the following: Fix
k ≥ 2 and d ≥ 2 and let f1, . . . , fk : P
1 → P1 be non-isotrivial rational maps of degree
d defined over K, none of them being a Latte`s maps. Let f = (f1, . . . , fk), and pick any
irreducible subvariety Z ⊂ (P1)k defined over K which satisfies ĥf (Z) = 0. Then Z is
preperiodic, i.e. there exist integers n > m ≥ 0 such that
fn(Z) = fm(Z).
5.2. Stable fibers of an invariant fibration. We want here to explore basic properties
of subvarieties with height 0. The first thing we want to do is to relate, when f preserves
a fibration, the height of the fiber over y to the height of y.
Let us fix the context before we give a more precise statement: we let K := C(B) be
the field of rational function of a complex smooth projective variety B. When X and Y
are projective varieties over K and p : X 99K Y is a dominant rational map defined over
K, for any irreducible subvariety W ⊂ Y
K¯
, we let XW be the “fiber” p
−1(W ) of p over W .
Lemma 25. Let (X, f, L) be a polarized endomorphism over K of degree d > 1. Assume
there exist a polarized endomorphism (Y, g,E) over K of degree d with dimY < dimX,
and a dominant rational map p : X 99K Y defined over K with p ◦ f = g ◦ p. For any
subvariety W ⊂ Y
K¯
, we have
ĥf (XW ) = ĥg(W ).
In particular, ĥf (XW ) = 0 if and only if ĥg(W ) = 0.
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Proof. Let (X, f,L) and (Y, g,E) be respective models for (X, f, L) and (Y, g,E) with
common regular part Λ, and let p : X 99K Y be a model for p : X 99K Y . For any
subvariety W ⊂ Y
K¯
, we let W be the Zariski closure of W in Y. Recall that we have set
XW := P
−1(W ). We let XW := p
−1(W) and ℓ := dimX − dimY > 0 and s := dimW .
We remark that T̂ s+1g = p∗
(
T̂ ℓ+s+1f
)
, so that the projection formula and Theorem 13 give
ĥg(W ) = ĥf (XW ),
where we used that πX ◦ p = πY. 
Consider a trivial family (λ, g(z)) on Λ×P1 and a marked point a : Λ→ P1. Then, it is
easy to see that the graph of a is stable if and only if a is constant (if not, a(λ) is a repelling
periodic point of g at some λ). More generally, when p : X 99K P1 and g : P1 → P1 is
isotrivial, there exists an automorphism φ : P1 → P1 defined over K¯ such that φ−1 ◦g ◦φ is
defined over C and we say that Xz is an isotrivial fiber of p if Xz = p
−1{z} where φ−1(z)
is defined over C.
As a particular case of Lemma 25, we have
Corollary 26. Let (X, f, L) be a non-isotrivial polarized endomorphism over K of degree
d > 1. Assume there exist a polarized endomorphism (P1, g,OP1(1)) over K of degree d,
and a dominant rational map p : X 99K P1 defined over K with p ◦ f = g ◦ p. For any
y ∈ P1(K), let Zy be the fiber p
−1{y} of p.
(1) If (P1, g,OP1(1)) is non-isotrivial, then ĥf (Zy) = 0 if and only if Zy is preperiodic
under iteration of f ,
(2) if g is isotrivial, then ĥf (Zy) = 0 if and only if Zy is an isotrivial fiber of p.
Proof. Assume first g is non-isotrivial. According to Lemma 25, we have ĥg(Zy) = 0 if
and only if ĥg(y) = 0. Since (P
1, g, E) is non-isotrivial, ĥg(y) = 0 if and only if y is
g-preperiodic. As f(Zy) = Zg(y), the variety Zy has to be preperiodic.
Assume now g is isotrivial. Then there exist a finite extension K′ of K and an affine
automorphism φ : P1 → P1, defined over K′ such that g0 := φ
−1 ◦ g ◦ φ is defined over C.
Let ρ : B′ → B be a finite branched cover with K′ = C(B′) and let (P1 × B′, g,OP1(1))
be a model for (P1, g,OP1(1)) over B
′. Let σ : B′ 99K P1 be the rational map induced by
φ−1(y) and Y be the Zariski closure of y in P1 ×B′. If Φ : P1 ×B′ 99K P1 ×B′ is a model
of φ and Λ is a common regular part for all above models, then
ĥg(y) =
∫
P1×Λ
[Y] ∧ T̂g ∧ (π
∗
B′ωB′)
dimB′−1 =
∫
P1×Λ
[Y] ∧ Φ∗
(
π∗P1(µg0)
)
∧ (π∗B′ωB′)
dimB′−1
=
∫
P1×Λ
[Γσ] ∧ π
∗
P1(µg0) ∧ (π
∗
B′ωB′)
dimB′−1 =
∫
Λ
σ∗(µg0) ∧ ω
dimB′−1
B′ = degN(σ).
In particular, ĥg(y) = 0 if and only if σ is constant, i.e. φ
−1(y) ∈ C. This concludes the
proof. 
6. Some cases of the Conjecture on P2
We here show the Geometric Dynamical Bogomolov Conjecture holds for skew-product
polynomial maps of P2 and, under some restrictions on the growth of the degree of fn|Z ,
for a general endomorphism of P2. We first establish properness of the composition map
on the space of monic centered polynomials, as we will use this property to prove the
conjecture for polynomial skew-products.
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In the whole section, B is a smooth complex projective variety and K := C(B) is its
field of rational functions. We also let N be a very ample linebundle on B, and ωB a
Ka¨hler form on B which represents c1(N), so that M := OP2(1) ⊗ N is ample on P
2 × B,
as before.
6.1. The case of polynomial skew-products with isotrivial first coordinate. Re-
call that an endomorphism f : P2 → P2 is a polynomial skew-product over a field K
if
f(z, w) = (p(z), q(z, w)), (z, w) ∈ A2,
where p ∈ K[z] is a degree d polynomial and q ∈ K[z, w] has degree d and degw(q) = d
and that, automatically, such a polynomial mapping extends as an endomorphism of P2
of degree d.
We now want to prove that the conjecture is true for polynomial skew-products.
Theorem 27. Let (P2, f,OP2(1)) be a non-isotrivial degree d polynomial skew-product
defined over K and write f = (p, q). Then
(1) If p is isotrivial, for any irreducible curve Z ⊂ P2 defined over K with ĥf (Z) = 0,
(a) either Z is preperiodic under iteration of f ,
(b) or Z is an isotrivial fiber of the projection onto the first coordinate.
(2) The critical set Crit(f) of f is not small, i.e. ĥf (Crit(f)) > 0.
Let Polymcd be the set of degree d monic and centered polynomials, i.e. polynomials of
the form
p(z) = zd + a2z
d−2 + · · ·+ ad,
with a2, . . . , ad in a fixed field K of characteristic 0. Assume K contains (d − 1)-roots of
unity. Remark that two monic centered polynomials are conjugate if and only if they are
conjugate by the multiplication by a (d− 1)-root of unity.
In particular, if p is a degree d monic centered polynomial defined over K, then p is
isotrivial if and only if p is actually defined over C.
For the proof of Theorem 27, we need the following folklore lemma whose proof is left
to the reader:
Lemma 28. For any n ≥ 2 and any d1, . . . , dn ≥ 2, the composition map
Φd1,...,dn : (f1, . . . , fn) ∈ Poly
mc
d1 × · · · × Poly
mc
dn 7−→ f1 ◦ · · · ◦ fn ∈ Poly
mc
d1···dn
is well-defined and proper over C.
We are now in position to prove Theorem 27:
Proof of Theorem 27. To start the proof, we note that up to taking a finite branched cover
B′ → B, we can conjugate f over K′ = C(B′) by an affine map of the form φ(z, w) =
(α1z + β1, α2z + γw + β2), with αi, βi, γ ∈ K
′, to a polynomial skew product (p˜, q˜) where
p˜ is monic centered and q˜(z, w) = wd +Oz(w
d−2). We thus assume f is of this form.
We begin with proving the first point. As p is isotrivial and monic centered, it is trivial.
Note that, if Z is a fiber of the projection onto the first coordinate, then the result follows
from Corollary 26. We thus assume that the projection π1 : P
2 99K P1 onto the first
coordinate restricts to Z as a dominant rational function π1 : Z → P
1. If Z = L∞ is the
line at infinity of P2, then it is obviously fixed and there is nothing to prove. We thus
assume Z ∩ L∞ is finite.
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Fix a model (P2 × B, f,OP2(1)) of (P
2, f,OP2(1)) with regular part Λ. For any λ ∈ Λ,
write fλ = (p, qλ). The polynomial family induced by the first coordinate p has regular
part (at least) Λ. Let Z be the Zariski closure of Z in P2 × B. Up to reducing Λ we can
assume ZΛ ⊂ C
2 × Λ and the projection π1 : ZΛ → C × Λ onto the first coordinate is a
finite branched cover. We claim
⋃
n≥0 f
n(Z) is a subvariety of C2×Λ, ending the proof in
this case. Recall that T̂ 2f = T̂f∧π
∗
1(T̂p) where T̂p is the Green current for the map (p(z), λ)
so it can be written as T̂p = π
∗(µp) where π : P
1 × Λ → Λ is the projection on Λ and µp
is the Green measure of p. By hypothesis and by Fubini Theorem, we have
0 =
∫
P2×Λ
T̂ 2f ∧ [Z] ∧ (π
∗ωB)
dimB−1
=
∫
x∈P1
(∫
π−11 ({x}×Λ)
T̂f ∧ [Z] ∧ (π
∗ωB)
dimB−1
)
dµp(x)
=
∫
x∈P1
(∫
P2×Λ
T̂f ∧ [Zx] ∧ (π
∗ωB)
dimB−1
)
dµp(x),
where Zx := π
−1
1 ({x} × Λ) ∩Z. This implies∫
P2×Λ
T̂f ∧ [Zx] ∧ (π
∗ωB)
dimB−1 = 0
for µp-a.e. x ∈ P
1. We now may apply Theorems 16 and 20 to the Zx’s: we have
Dx := sup
n
degM(f
n(Zx)) < +∞,
for µp-a.e. x, and Dx = D is independent of x. In particular, there exist a subvariety
Y ⊂ P2×B which is periodic under iteration of f with dimY = dimB+1, and an integer
N ≥ 1 such that fN (Zx) ⊂ Y for µp-almost every x. As µp has continuous potential, this
implies the set
{(z, λ) ∈ fN (Z) : (z, λ) ∈ Y}
is Zariski dense in fN (Z). Since dimZ = dimB + 1 = dimY, we deduce that fN (Z) and
thus also Z is preperiodic.
The second point can be easily deduced from the first one as follows: assume ĥf (Crit(f)) =
0 and f is non-isotrivial. A simple computation shows that we have the decomposition
into two divisors
Crit(f) = π−11 (Crit(p)) ∪ Crith(f),
where π1|Crith(f) : Crith(f)→ P
1 is finite. By Fubini and T̂f ∧ π
∗
1(T̂p) = T̂
2
f
ĥf (Crit(f)) = ĥp(Crit(p)) + ĥf (Crith(f)).
In particular, ĥp(Crit(p)) = 0, so that by [Mc] the polynomial p is isotrivial, whence trivial
p0 = pλ for all λ, since p is monic centered.
We now apply the first point to the curve Crith(f): it has to be preperiodic. We now
use the properness of the composition maps. For any z ∈ C, let qz,n : P
1×Λ→ P1×Λ be
the family of degree dn monic centered polynomials defined by
fnλ (z, w) = (p
n
0 (z), qz,n,λ(w)), (z, w) ∈ C
2.
The polynomial qz,n,λ is defined by the composition qz,n,λ(w) = qλ(p
n−1
0 (z), qz,n−1,λ(w))
where qz,1,λ(w) = qλ(z, w).
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Let z0 ∈ C be a periodic point of p0 of period n ≥ 1. Then qz0,n is a postcritically finite
family of degree dn polynomials since Crith(f
n) ∩ π−11 ({z0} × Λ) = Crit(qz0,n). As before,
the family fn|{z0}×Λ = qz0,n is stable, whence trivial. By properness of the composition
map, qz0,1 is trivial. So, the set
A′ := {z ∈ C : ∀(w, λ) ∈ C× Λ, fλ(z, w) = fλ0(z, w)}
contains z0, whence it is Zariski dense in C and Zariski closed, so that A
′ = C.
We thus have proved that f is trivial, a contradiction. In particular, (P2, f,OP2(1)) is
isotrivial. 
6.2. Fast growth of the topological degree implies the Conjecture on P2. Here, we
prove the conjecture holds when degM(Zn) is bounded. By Theorem 16, this is equivalent
to the fact that deg(fn|Z) ≥ Cd
n for some C > 0.
Theorem 29. Let (P2, f,OP2(1)) be a non-isotrivial polarized endomorphism of degree
d ≥ 2 defined over K. Let Z be an irreducible curve defined over K with ĥf (Z) = 0.
Assume in addition there exists C > 0 such that deg(fn|Z) ≥ C · d
n for all n ≥ 1. Then
(1) either Z is preperiodic under iteration of f ,
(2) or there exist an integer k ≥ 1, an isotrivial polarized endomorphism (P1, g,OP1(1)),
a dominant rational map p : X 99K P1 defined over K with p ◦ fk = g ◦ p such that
Z is an isotrivial fiber of p.
Proof. Let (P2×B, f,OP2(1),Z) be a model for (P
2, f,OP2(1), Z) with regular part Λ and
N be a very ample linebundle on B and let M := OP2(1) ⊗ N. For any n ≥ 1, let Zn
be the Zariski closure of fn(ZΛ). Our assumption implies degM(Zn) = O(1). If ZΛ is
preperiodic under iteration of f , there is nothing to prove. We thus assume the collection
{Zn, n ≥ 0} is infinite.
Let A1 be the Zariski closure of {Zn, n ≥ 0} in the Chow variety ChdimB+1,D(P
2×B),
where D := supn degM(Zn) < +∞. By construction, the variety A1 is invariant by
the map f which sends Z to the Zariski closure of f(ZΛ) so there exists an irreducible
component A of A1 of largest dimension which is invariant by f
n for some n ≥ 1. Up to
replacing f with an iterate, we can assume f(A) = A. By construction, the endomorphism
(A, f,L) is a polarized endomorphism of degree d of the complex projective variety A,
by e.g. [Z], where L is the restriction to A of the ample linebundle on the Chow variety
ChdimB+1,D(P
2 × B) induced by the natural embedding of this Chow variety into some
PM (C). In particular, f has topological degree ddimA .
By construction, a general C ∈A is irreducible and the projection
π|C : C → B
is flat with fibers of dimension 1. For any two distinct elements C,C′ ∈ A, the set
XC,C′ := C ∩ C
′ is finite and π|XC,C′ : XC,C′ → B is flat with finite fibers. Moreover, by
Be´zout’s Theorem, we have
degM(XC,C′) ≤ degM(C) · degM(C
′) ≤ D2.
Note that this holds for all pairs (C,C′) ∈A ×A \∆ (where ∆ is the diagonal in A), so
that for all (C,C′) ∈A ×A \
(
∆ ∪ (f, f)−1(∆)
)
, we have
[f(XC,C′)] ≤ [Xf(C),f(C′)].
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Letting ∆f :=
⋃
n≥0(f, f)
−n(∆), for any (C,C′) ∈A ×A \∆f, we have
degM(f
n(XC,C′)) ≤ D
2.
Let A∧ be the Zariski closure of the family
{XC,C′ ; (C,C
′) ∈A ×A \∆f}
in the Chow variety ChdimB,D2(P
2 ×B). By Theorem 18, any periodic component of A∧
has dimension at most 1, since we assumed (P2, f,OP2(1)) is non-isotrivial.
As in the proof of Theorem 18, if Â∧Λ := {(X, z, λ) ∈A
∧×P2×Λ ; (z, λ) ∈X} and if
Y is the image of Â∧Λ under the projection onto P
2×Λ, then we have dimY = dimB+ e
with e ∈ {0, 1} and fk(Y) = Y. Up to replacing f with fk, we assume k = 1 in the rest
of the proof. We claim e = 0. Indeed, if e = 1, pick any irreducible C ∈ A and let
YC := C ∩Y. This is a subvariety of P
2 × B and the map
π|YC : YC → B
is finite, i.e. YC is a curve and, for any C
′ in a Zariski dense open set U of A, the
intersection between C and C′ is contained in YC. This is a contradiction. We thus have
proved there exists a subvariety Y ⊂ P2 ×B such that
• the set Y is f-invariant, i.e. f(Y) = Y,
• for any two C,C′ ∈A distinct, C ∩ C′ ⊂ Y.
In particular, dimA = 1 and, for any (z, λ) ∈ P2 × Λ \ Y, there is one and only one
curve C ∈ A such that (z, λ) ∈ C. As dimA = 1, up to taking a finite quotient of the
normalization of A, we can assume A ≃ P1(C). We thus can define a rational map
p : P2 × B 99K P1 × B
such that p ◦ f = g ◦ p, where g := (f × idB) as follows (recall that f sends Z ∈ A to the
Zariski closure of f(ZΛ)): Let ÂΛ = {(C, λ, z) ∈A × P
2 × Λ ; (z, λ) ∈ C}. By the above,
the canonical projection Π : ÂΛ → P
2×Λ is a birational morphism. If τ : ÂΛ →A is the
projection onto the first factor, we let p(z, λ) := (τ ◦ Π−1(z, λ), λ) whenever it is defined.
Moreover, the map p restricts to the generic fiber P2
K
of the projection π : P2 ×B → B
as a rational map p defined over K, Z is a fiber of p and the restriction : P1 → P1 of g to
the generic fiber of P1 × B → B is a trivial endomorphism over K, since the map g is a
product of the form g(z, λ) = (f(z), λ). We conclude the proof using Corollary 26. 
Remark. An immediate consequence of the proof is that, given a positive integer D > 0,
there are only finitely many preperiodic irreducible subvarieties Z with maxn degM(Zn) =
D, where Zn is the Zariski closure of f
n(Z) in P2 × B.
6.3. Application in complex dynamics. Fix integers k ≥ 2 and d ≥ 2. Let Λ be a
complex manifold and f : Pk ×Λ→ Pk ×Λ be an analytic family of endomorphisms of Pk
of degree d. The function
L : λ ∈ Λ 7−→ L(fλ) :=
∫
Pk
log |detDfλ|dµfλ ∈ R
which to a parameter λ ∈ Λ associates the sum of the Lyapunov exponents of fλ with
respect to its unique maximal entropy measure is a plurisubharmonic and continuous
function, see e.g. [P]. Moreover, for any λ ∈ Λ, we know that L(fλ) ≥
k
2 log d, see [BD].
In fact, it has been proved in[BB] that, if Crit(f) is the critical set of f
Crit(f) = {(z, λ) ∈ Pk × Λ : det(Dzfλ) = 0},
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then ddcL = Tf,[Crit(f)] as closed positive currents on Λ.
Definition 10. The family f is J-stable if the function L is pluriharmonic on Λ, or
equivalently if the pair (Pk × Λ, f,OPk(1), [Crit(f)]) is stable.
When k = 1, by [D1], this is equivalent to the existence of a holomorphic motion of
the support of µfλ and, when k > 1, it is equivalent by [BBD] to the existence of weak
holomorphic motion of the support of µfλ . If we assume in addition that Λ is a smooth
quasi-projective complex curve and that f is a morphism, we say the family f is algebraic.
In dimension 1, a striking result of McMullen [Mc] states that if f : P1 × Λ→ P1 × Λ is a
stable family, then
(1) either f is isotrivial, i.e. for any λ, λ′ ∈ Λ, there exists an automorphism φ ∈
Aut(P1) such that fλ ◦ φ = φ ◦ fλ′ ,
(2) or f is a family of Latte`s maps, i.e. it is induced by the multiplication by an integer
on a non-isotrivial elliptic surface, see [Mc] for more details.
In particular, if f is a family of polynomials of degree d, the above implies that f is stable
if and only if it is isotrivial.
One may naturally ask whether a similar statement holds for algebraic families of endo-
morphisms of the projective space Pk of dimension k > 1 (if yes, note that the classification
of non isotrivial families will be richer since, for example, any family of polynomial lifts of a
non-isotrivial family of Latte`s maps of P1 of degree d extends as a family f : P2×Λ→ P2×Λ
which is stable, since L(fλ) =
3
2 log d in this case). Theorems 27 immediately implies the
first point of Theorem C. Moreover, Theorem 29 directly gives the second point of Theorem
C. Namely, it gives a sufficient condition for stable algebraic families f : P2 × Λ→ P2 ×Λ
of endomorphisms of P2 to be postcritically finite, i.e. so that the set
PC(f) :=
⋃
n≥0
fn(Crit(f))
is an algebraic subvariety of P2 × Λ.
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